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ABSTRACT
This document will discuss the small business and its particular needs when considering data
warehouses or data marts in conjunction with business intelligence tools. We will discuss
some of the history of the data warehouse genre, and how it relates to the small business.
Issues of data model architecture and development strategies are also discussed with the
purpose of discovering techniques that help the developer maximise return from their time
investment.
Proposed or expected benefits should be ascertained before the data warehouse is built. This
provides management with information upon which to base decisions, particularly important
where resources are tight. Especially important is time till cost recovery, which allows
financial benefit to be calculated.
The process (or methodology) by which data warehouses are developed is discussed. Current
practice is shown, and it is noted that there are no real `hard and fast' rules that govern this
process. Industry-accepted `Do's and Don'ts' are listed for discussion.
There are two questions being asked by this document. The first, "Can these tools be
implemented too early in the development of a company", is answered by implementing a
pre-packaged data warehouse, with associated business intelligence tools, as a pilot project for
a small company. From this implementation conclusions will be drawn about whether the
company is mature enough to warrant such a tool.
The second question asked is "Can we generate heuristics that will enable small business to
assess the value of a data warehouse, before implementation?" Through this implementation it
will be established that heuristic rules may be derived to guide small-business people in their
pre-implementation decision making. However, a number of implementations will need to be
completed before similarities can be accurately identified and rules derived.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
The data warehouse genre of Information Technology (IT) has been with us for around 10
years now. In his book Building The Data Warehouse, Inmon (1992) begins by highlighting
the fact that the entire information processing profession is immature, dating back to the
1960's. As a result, information engineers concentrate on the `nuts and bolts' of a problem,
rather than looking to an overall view. This is in contrast to established engineering
disciplines where the basic constructs have been in existence for some time, so now
concentration is on overall form– `what', not `how'.
Developments in data warehousing and associated On-Line Analysis and Processing (OLAP)
tools have been driven by industry needs, particularly large companies requiring better
management of resources. Decision Support Systems (DSS) of the 1980's have become
today's Business Intelligence (BI) tools. Users have followed the dream of interactive
computing, desiring on-demand information rather than waiting days or weeks for reports that
will need correction before being taken as accurate.
Decision support systems tend to be aggregations and summaries of data residing in a
standard transaction processing system (usually in the form of a relational database). Data
warehouses shift the focus by removing the processing from the relational database. Instead,
they provide special databases capable of handling complex queries. The business intelligence
tool operates as an interface for the user.
Because of the expense incurred in developing these tools, benefits have been slow to filter
down to the small business. The US Department of Commerce defines a small business as one
with fewer than 500 employees or $5 million in turnover, depending upon the particular
industry (SBA 2000a). This definition includes some 99.7% of US employers (SBA 2000b)
and a similar percentage of New Zealand employers. Consequently this dissertation
concentrates on generic issues that have bearing on the decisions made by managers of small
organisations when considering the development of business intelligence tools. Of particular
importance is the need to establish benefits and costs before implementation. This is because
small businesses do not have the resources available to bear the costs of implementing
unsuccessful systems.
Issues of data modelling are discussed, looking to historical methods and a discussion of
current industry-led developments. Some lessons learned through implementation are

presented, showing the level of industry knowledge available to help data warehouse
developers avoid common pitfalls.
A client business was used for the purposes of implementing a data warehouse/OLAP tool.
Through the implementation process, we have established answers for two questions:
o "Can business intelligence tools be implemented too early in the development of a
company?" The maturity of a company can be measured in terms of maturity, whether in
size (number of staff, value of turnover) or time of operation (has the company proven
itself to be a long-term participant in their industry).
q "Can we generate heuristics that will enable s small business to assess the value of a data
warehouse before implementation?"
This document also discusses client feedback, particularly as it relates to the questions posed.
Commonality between large company and small company desires are highlighted, as are the
strengths of using pre-packaged software in data warehousing.
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CHAPTER 2 - SOME HISTORY
Before introducing the project, it is worthwhile reviewing where the current data warehouse
systems have come from, and what developments have taken place over the years. Also
introduced are data structures in use by industry and appropriate data warehouse architectures.
The earliest reference to the `data warehouse' or `data mart' (small-scale data warehouse,
usually for a specific purpose) concept is found in the work of Devlin and Murphy (1988),
researchers for IBM. They proposed a structured environment supporting end users in
managing the complete business and supporting the information technology department in
managing data quality. Later these concepts were expanded on and implemented by industry,
particularly by those companies with the need to analyse potentially large amounts of data in
an ad-hoc manner.
Date (1998) suggested that the whole reason for having databases in the first place is so that
data can be accessed and queried. Structured Query Language (SQL) is implicitly designed to
get data out of a data store, not put it in. For the two decades following Codd's (1970)
fundamental work on data structure and consistency the concentration by Information
Technology experts was on building database structures and populating them with data
(primarily data capture). However, managers cannot understand the masses of data at an
atomic level without assistance. Aggregation and summarisation help, but the volume of
material available still becomes overwhelming and the potential for error huge (Inmon 1992).
This glut of data (not yet information) led to the concept of Decision Support Systems (DSS)
where computers could do some or all of the work. Having all the data in one homogeneous
lump proved ineffective in conducting large aggregate and summary queries, especially as the
systems of the time had been optimised for transaction processing work. Extraction programs
seemed to be the answer, but soon the complexity of unrelated extraction programs became a
problem in itself. These networks of `naturally evolving' or `legacy systems' became too
large and too complex to handle in a reasonable manner with extracts of extracts propagating
errors, compounding inaccuracies (Inmon 1992).
The complexity of legacy systems caused developers to look at the overall structures they
were working in. Often a `spider web' of inter-related systems grew and became too complex
to handle data and reporting efficiently. Issues of data comparisons also became a problem,
with different managers using the same (but different) data sets to support decision making
(refer Figure 1).
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Other issues include a lack of temporal basis, different interpretation processes used in
different departments, different uses of external data and a lack of data source commonality.
An example is shown in Figure 1 - two departments are analysing the same base data, but
their interpretations are very different.

Dept A
1 0",,
(., w

Figure 1 - A demonstration of different processes on the
same base data. (Inmon 1992, Figure 1.4)
DATA STRUCTURE ISSUES

The continuing difficulties of description and definition led Inmon (1992) to utilise existing
Information System diagramming techniques, such as Data Flow Diagrams (DFD) and Entity
Relationship Diagrams (ERD).
For each ERD or DFD there may be further levels of abstraction. This can, to a reasonable
degree of accuracy, model attributes that the real world objects or processes exhibit. Each
level of abstraction describes the attributes expected within each entity or process, along with
some meta-data information as appropriate.
Diagramming helps developers to accurately model data, especially in a traditional relational
database where it is desirable that data be broken down to its constituent parts (termed
normalisation). This helps to ensure that data duplication and redundancy is minimised. This
is useful when designing databases for capturing data, but hinders the process of retrieving
information.
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Although normalisation is accepted for relational databases, it may not be appropriate for the
fully or partially denormalised structures found within the data warehouse. Denormalised
structures have become common, and partially normalised structures peculiar to data mart and
data warehouses have also been developed.
By 1994, the structures had been conceptualised as a `star', formed by a central `Fact' table
with multiple `Dimension' tables (Peterson 1994). Each dimension represents a different view
of the data, thus allowing multiple views of the same data. In Figure 2, central data is found in
the Sales `fact' table (Quantity, Amount) which is surrounded by related dimensions
(Customers, Time, Salespeople and Products).

SALESREP

CUSTOMER

SALES

TIME

PRODUCTS

Figure 2 - A typical star type dimensional model of Sales tasks.
Partial normalisation results in a `Snowflake' pattern — multiple layers leading to the central
fact table. This has its place in dimensional data modelling, particularly where Relational
Database Management Systems (RDBMS) are being used in the data warehouse or data mart
(see Figure 3).
In his article entitled Is ER Modeling Hazardous to DSS? Kimball (1995) asserts that:
If the dimension tables are normalized into typical "snowflake" structures...two bad
things happen. First, the data model becomes too complex to present to the user.
Second, linking the elements among the various branches of the snowflake
compromises browsing performance. Even when a long text string appears
redundantly in the dimension table and can be moved to an "outrigger" table, you
won't save enough disk space to justify moving it. The fact table is always
overwhelmingly the largest table in a star join schema. In many cases, normalization
can actually increase the storage requirements. If the cardinality of the repeated
dimension data element is high (in other words, there are just a few duplications), the
outrigger table may be nearly as big as the main dimension table.
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Instead, Kimball suggests that a `flat file'-like method might be more appropriate (fully denormalised). This method allows multiple indices on each table to speed up the retrieval of
values and simplifies the description of file content to users. Indices should allow nulls to
occur, enabling incomplete records to exist. Even though records may not be complete, the
available data still may have some relevance to decision-makers.

PRODUCTS

PRODUCT_PURCHASES

VENDOR

Figure 3 – A Snow-flake dimensional model of the Sales task.
As data warehouses have evolved, particularly for large corporate business, the data structures
have progressively become too large for the star data structure to handle effectively. This has
led to the implementation of a combination of methodologies, combining data warehouses
with localised data marts. These `central warehouses' are commonly known as Enterprise
Data Warehouses (EDW), after the fact that they hold data that is relevant to the enterprise as
a whole. Data contained tends to be at the lowest levels of granularity. Data are also
normalised, using advanced indices for maximum speed of data recovery in standardised
queries (Inmon 1999b). This allows for greater accuracy of data enterprise wide, and helps
ensure equivalence in data sets, that is, everyone is making decisions based on equivalent
data. Often these large, normalised, enterprise data warehouse structures are known as Very
Large Databases (VLDB) because of their tendency to be substantially larger in size than
traditional transaction based databases, and the fact that data flows in but not out – the
database only gets larger with time.
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Figure 4 illustrates the concept of data staging (White 2000). This allows data to be obtained
from many sources and combined in a central place, then aggregations and summaries based
on the desired dimensions can take place. Data can then be loaded into the data warehouse or
enterprise data warehouse through a process of Extraction, Transformation and Loading
(ETL).
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Figure 4 – Data staging (White 2000)

Extraction refers to the process of obtaining data from sources. This may be a local
transaction processing system, but could also be a marketing database or a share-market
database published on the World Wide Web.

Transformation is the process of altering the form of data so the data warehouse can
manipulate it. For example, addresses in some legacy systems may be stored differently to
how they are currently stored in a transaction processing system. Transformation thus ensures
that all data relating to the same thing are in the same format.

Loading is the process of adding new data to the data warehouse. This generally includes
removing duplicates, checking for record existence in the data warehouse and updating if
necessary and so forth. This is a time and resource hungry task particularly where there are
many records in the data warehouse.

WHICH ARCHITECTURE IS APPROPRIATE?
Having discussed the structures that are common when working within the data warehouse
environment, we now discuss some of the common architectures. There are three primarily
accepted structures in use – a single data warehouse, multiple data marts, or a central
enterprise data warehouse with associated data marts.
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Inmon (1999c) maintains that it is imperative to model and build the enterprise data
warehouse first, then any associated marts. His argument for avoiding building data marts
onto legacy systems revolves around two main points:
The interfaces between the environments can be controlled and managed, even though
the architecture takes a little longer to achieve than the immediate building of data
marts from legacy applications.
A second reason why the data warehouse provides the proper foundation for data
marts is because when there is a data warehouse, there is a natural place for common
corporate data. And there is a natural place for unique departmental data as well.
Kimball (1998), on the other hand, believes that there is a good case for a multiple data mart
structure. As more and more developments occur on a distributed basis, particularly across
web-based environments, this structure has merit. He cautions against the use of multiple data
sets, suggesting rather that independent data marts should be linked `horizontally'. By doing
so data should not be replicated, merely accessed by other data marts. This approach requires
very careful planning, particularly of metadata, as all the data marts should comply with a
centralised metadata definition to ensure consistency.
Ultimately, the decisions related to architecture revolve around efficacy. In practice, data
marts are built for specific purposes and for small groups. This is because implementing a
single mart is relatively quick and inexpensive. However, marts built independently will
likely end up as `stovepipe' developments, that is, an application not integrated with other
data marts or data warehouse developments. It is generally accepted that the primary purpose
of a data warehouse is to integrate data and make them available across the enterprise (Devlin
and Murphy 1988).
So there is no one best architecture and that choices made will reflect the overall business
goals and development plans. As mentioned, it is likely that smaller data marts will be built
for specific purposes. This approach is accepted as being realistic and productive, but care
must be taken to ensure that compatibility is maintained through the use of enterprise
metadata, an enterprise data warehouse or through horizontal linking.
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CHAPTER 3 - WHY SHOULD WE EMBARK ON THIS MISSION?
There is considerable anecdotal evidence suggesting benefits are available, and that data
warehouse projects should be undertaken where sufficient advantage may be had through
appropriate use of the tools. As small businesses need to maximise the benefits obtained, it is
sensible to ascertain the type of benefit others have gained.
Documented examples of benefits include the annual RealWare Awards promoted by
Intelligent Enterprise Magazine, including these companies (from the January 2000 issue):
q Tufts Health Plan (a health provider in New Hampshire), implementing a system from
Informix Red Brick Warehouse (Informix 2000). Tufts had already implemented some
business intelligence tools using a FoxPro database system (since 1993), but needed faster
access to the data stored. Benefits claimed are greater staff usage, resulting in faster
administration, which in turn enables cost savings to be passed on to the patient.
Administration can now track overall payments much easier than previously, and can
identify exceptions. This allows them to keep better control of income. These efficiencies
have also enabled Tufts to gain more clients through better service - very attractive to
other health insurers.
q Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield (Health Insurers and Providers) looked to NCR to deliver
their health and Informatics data warehouse solution (NCR 2000). Benefits to Anthem
include:
â the ability to merge data from disparate sources (legacy systems),
â provide consistent data across the organisation (administration through to patient
services),
â identify exceptions in health care (doctors or providers claiming services not within
normal statistical bounds),
â help to identify fraudulent use through exception recognition, and
â the ability to share data across the organisation.
q 3M have implemented an `Off the shelf' software package, EUREKA, from Sterling
Software, in an attempt to drive down the costs of development (Sterling 2000). The result
was to form the basis of change throughout the organisation, with the centralised data
Page 10
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warehouse acting as a catalyst. Customers have benefited through faster service, better
stock controls and new product releases. In-house benefits include reduced "IT
infrastructure costs, eliminating redundant application development, increasing cross-sell
opportunities, focusing marketing efforts, and enhancing the quality and timeliness of
decisions". IT had to aggressively market the new system internally, but the financial
benefits already are estimated to double 3M's investment in less than 5 years. In the words
of 3M: " With thousands of users around the globe, 3M is achieving its goal: one face, one
voice. "
q COGNOS assisted Foster Parents Plan, who arrange foster parenting on a world wide
basis, to provide the step between being data rich and information poor by implementing
data mart tools that will allow for later expansion (COGNOS 2000a). COGNOS have the
advantage of ready integration of their business intelligence tools, allowing the client
maximum return on investment in the shortest possible time. Staff can access the data held
in legacy systems in new ways, which ensures that there will be real growth in the future.
Showcase Corporation also exhibit success stories. For example, the E. Fougera Division of
Altana, Inc. (Pharmaceuticals) claim huge gains as a result of their data warehouse (Altana
2000):
q Implementation was accomplished in less than two months. "It was the easiest project we
ever put together."
q Crucial customer sales information is now available to sales reps instantly.
q Customer service reps now spend more time solving customer problems.
q Sales have increased by 15%.
For a company with turnover exceeding $98M to begin with, this is significant.
Documentation provided by vendors can also put forward areas where gains may be made
within the target organisation. COGNOS promote the use of independent `business indicators'
as an excellent starting point (Connelly et al, 1997). Indicators may include `Return On
Investment' (ROI), which is inherently hard to generate because of all the down-stream values
required, or other accounting statistics. Other enterprise statistics and comparisons can be
generated on the fly using the OLAP tools that are an integral part of the toolkits.
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These indicators are obtained manually by some businesses, but not in all cases. Where some
comparative statistics are generated, the tools can take over the task - savings made can then
be used as a form of metric. Where these details are not already obtained, it is recommended
that the tools be used to get and maintain them. Business indicators can then help to gauge the
effect of change made where the tool is a catalyst. Indicators can also lead to improved
business decision-making, provided their meanings are understood.
Time (hence money) can be saved by having the tool generate business indicators, statistics or
reports, instead of doing so manually. Such timesaving can be calculated and may result in
days of savings each month; time that could be better utilised on more productive work.

WHAT ABOUT ESTIMATING BENEFITS - PRE-IMPLEMENTATION?
Having shown that benefits can be achieved, we now need to determine the possibility of
calculating benefits before implementation. Being able to do this allows managers to assess
the return on investment, or accrued benefit, to their part of the organisation.
To date there have been a number of scorecards or return on investment tools available for
confirming that benefit has been achieved. Keen (2000) holds that it is vital to monitor the
benefits obtained through the implementation of the tool and proposes that `benefits-capture'
software are used. These tools should be used to measure the accuracy of estimates made
prior to the implementation of the data warehouse project.
COGNOS use a `scorecard' methodology that provides a graphical means of evaluation. It
assesses to what level the current implementation covers basic business objectives, and how
well the tools are working for the company. This can be misleading as there may be areas
never implemented because they are deemed unnecessary at the particular stage of business
development, while others are of strategic importance (Connelly et al 1997).
However, beyond suggestions as to what should (or should not) be done, there have been no
real check lists or methods presented that will suggest real benefits before a project is
undertaken. In fact it is commonly accepted that each project must be assessed on its own
merits without clear guidelines for completing the justification task.
Keen (1997) also suggests that benefits should be identified for each project, and that those
benefits should be presented in a manner that appeals to the decision-maker. Benefits
expressed in intangible terms are usually not accepted, whereas a dollar benefit is more easily
grasped and accepted by management.
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It is also important to realise that the figures quoted must be backed up and be realistic.
Benjamin Disraeli reportedly stated that there are "lies, damn lies, and statistics". The same
can be said of misleading or wildly optimistic expectations used to sell the data warehouse to
business decision-makers. When presenting benefits it is important to be able to explain how
figures were obtained.
Keen (1997) suggests four key ingredients be present before preparing presentations to
management. A formula must be available for the calculation and suitable data should be
available to support the calculation. User buy-in for the calculation must be assured (that is,
all are in agreement that the calculation is believable), and finally, the decision-makers must
believe the area of benefit to be important. Without this support when making a sales pitch,
management will shred Information Technology staff credibility and the project will never get
off the ground regardless of its importance to the business.
It is also important that the goals of the tool be compatible with the direction the business
wants to take. information technology staff will need to do a certain amount of information
gathering from a group who are very suspicious of the motives of others.
Justifiably, this support could be more important for small companies than for larger
organisations. Here, the development dollar must travel further and errors of judgement have
a greater relative impact. With a small company, each investment must be carefully justified
and the benefits (compared to projections) challenged. Keen (1997) concludes that success
after careful justification will enhance the reputation of the information technology staff and
help garner acceptance for future work.
So, while there is no real formula available that can be applied to any given project, it should
be possible to prepare material that could be used in the manner of a heuristic (or rule of
thumb). The use of heuristics in most environments can provide a basis for decision-making
and can contribute to the success of data warehouse development projects when used with
judgement by skilled practitioners.

IMPLEMENTATION THE RIGHT WAY- TECHNIQUES AND TRAPS
The following comments form the header for a statistical report prepared by The Standish
Group (1997)
"TSG: How many Data Warehouses do you have?
Data Warehouser: We have had eight.
TSG: To what do you attribute so many warehouses?
Data Warehouser: Seven mistakes ..."
Page 13
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Having decided to build a data warehouse, it is wise not to make the errors others have made.
Kimball (1998) has compiled a list of points of particular interest when developing a `web
based' data mart/data warehouse environment, which appear to hold true of any
implementation (see Appendix I). Kimball's list concentrates on issues of access, security and
speed. While these issues are particularly relevant to networks using the Internet as a vehicle,
anyone using a network environment may wish to consider the same factors.
Some of the issues raised have not yet been resolved, and will probably not be fully realised
for some time to come. In effect, each organisation must look at their individual needs and
build as appropriate.
For the smaller business, where there must be small capital investment with maximal return, a
well designed data mart structure is recognised as being most appropriate (Jones 1998). To
achieve this, experience dictates that certain traps can be avoided. The Data Warehouse
Institute (2000) compiled a list of traps to be avoided, also found in Appendix I. They have
concentrated on issues of business life and politics, which will always impact on the ideal
solution as compared to the solution provided (if the project is permitted to go ahead).
Mimno (1999) identifies other related areas. Issues of data structure and project applicability
(short and long term) are identified and should be addressed when contemplating a data
warehouse project (see Appendix I).
There are as many lists looking at positive gains resulting from the implementation of a data
warehouse, and many articles are devoted to saving businesses from the over-enthusiasm of
their information technology staff. Greenfield (1995) of LGI Systems has compiled an
excellent list based on many years of experience in implementing data warehouses. Greenfield
espouses restraint, caution and care when implementing with the result being a mature and
well balanced data warehouse that is scalable and forward thinking (see Appendix I).
Of course, there are some applications where data warehousing is not particularly useful. For
instance, using a data warehouse to support intelligent analysis of share-market data may give
disappointing results. This is because the share-market is a largely chaotic, real time
environment that responds immediately to a huge multitude of external influences. Butler
(1998) suggests that data warehouses may be of benefit where coupling between dimension
factors is low, but where there is high coupling benefits may not exist. This makes some sense
- for example, there is a high coupling between share-broker reaction and market prices.
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Using a data warehouse to gather data on historical trends, then attempting to map to current
markets would be difficult or impossible to achieve.
Kimball (2000) suggests some changes in future focus. Apart from changes in technology,
speed of data transfer and sheer volume of data being held, the desire for instantaneous access
will increase. As more people become familiar with what is available, more will be
demanded. This is likely to impact on personal privacy so the debate over human rights,
privacy and a whole host of other ethical issues will need to be addressed.
Kimball (2000) also suggests that, along with having access to more data, it will become
increasingly difficult for consumers to distinguish between information and misinformation.
A greater number of people will gain knowledge in areas of expertise, causing further
difficulty for some professionals dealing with misinformation. For example, medical data is
available on a huge range of topics, and people can access and `self diagnose'; inaccuracies
and incomplete information used by patients can be problematic for the medical profession.
There is research being undertaken in the area of benefit analysis. The universities of Georgia
and Virginia are collaborating on data warehouse research; one study in particular is looking
into the anticipated and realised benefits to companies implementing data warehouses, along
with some of the factors that affect those benefits (Survey 2000).
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CHAPTER 4 - PROJECT
In the previous chapters we have examined issues associated with the implementation of data
warehouses. In this chapter attention is focused on the current project and its goals. The
implementation process used for a small business is described. Predicted benefits are
described.
Small businesses, according to the SBA (2000a), comprise 99.7% of all United States
employers, covering around 53% of all employed workers. This author has concentrated on
the small business because it appears that small business stands to make the greatest relative
gain from the successful implementation of the tools.
Data warehouse/business intelligence vendors claim that their tools can have a positive impact
on a business within 90 days (Connelly et al, 1997). For a small business, these impacts may
be small, but should have a return on investment within 3 years (McKnight 1999).
It may be that observing the process of building a data warehouse for a small company can
lead to some implementation heuristic `rules' (rules of thumb). Other small companies could
then use these heuristics when deciding whether to invest in a data warehouse for their
business.
While large companies with huge resources and equally huge benefits to be achieved have
built data warehouses, the smaller company wishing to identify company opportunities would
also like to use the tools. Traditionally, data warehouse development has been accompanied
by costs in the millions of dollars, money better spent elsewhere by companies in the early
stages of development.
To this end, data warehouse developers have created `standard' pre-packaged tools that allow
use of data warehouses by smaller companies at a much more reasonable cost. However, there
must be a point below which it is not feasible (or prudent) to invest resources into such a
project.
The project follows the form of a practical application of a data warehouse and associated
business intelligence technology. We then compare existing methods of gathering statistics
and building reports against the automated business intelligence tool.
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TOOLS

COGNOS, a Canadian company, are recognised by the database industry as leaders in prepackaged business intelligence tools. In particular, COGNOS recommend an integrated
approach for smaller companies including COGNOS Architect, COGNOS Impromptu and
COGNOS PowerPlay.
Architect allows the creation of metadata, upon which is generated a standardised data

warehouse. This is preparation for the future by ensuring that all the components built later
are based on a consistent standard of data. Architect data sources may be disparate, including
database tables, spreadsheets, text tables and so on.
Impromptu allows the building and publishing of static reports. These reports may be single-

or multiple-dimensional, and can include queries and filters to get exactly the results required.
Reports generated can then be viewed, printed or published on web pages.
PowerPlay allows the building of similar reports, but designed for investigation in multiple

dimensions. This is a tool for management, allowing the identification of exceptions, drilling
through different levels of data to element level if necessary. Multi-dimensional
`PowerCubes' are built and maintained, forming the data basis for multi-dimensional queries.
Together, these tools represent the COGNOSuite of tools for small companies.
THE CLIENT

National Roof New Zealand limited (NRNZ) is a part of the Cavan Forde Group of
companies. This subsidiary has grown over the past few years, having initially been a
marketing company distributing products for Carter Holt Harvey. They have become more
vertically integrated following capital investment. The company now controls all aspects of
their roof maintenance products, including manufacture, marketing and sales, installation and
after-sales service. Products are of the latest generation, having been specifically developed
by industrial chemists and independently tested. The only processes not directly under the
control of NRNZ are the manufacture of raw materials and transport of goods around New
Zealand.
The company has branches in four cities in New Zealand, with distributors in another
location. Market share is estimated to be similar to that of Carter Holt Harvey, who have been
the industry leaders for many years. With staff levels around 60, the company can be
considered small (per SBA guidelines).
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It is also expected that this company will expand in the future, with additional franchises
planned within New Zealand and Australia. By implementing business intelligence tools now
it is expected that better controls and reporting will help management to control growth and
manage the sales process on the wider scale expected. Standard measures should allow better
comparisons between regions as they are added.
The company has committed itself to using information technology in its desire to be `number
one' in the New Zealand Roof Maintenance industry. Over the past three years there has been
a substantial investment in the existing sales and marketing database. This database stores
information on more than 60,000 prospective clients, and is used by telemarketing and
technical consultant staff. The database, developed using MS Access 97, has recently been
upgraded to MS Access 2000. The individual components have been developed with an eye to
the future, in particular migrating to a more robust relational database tool (possibly SQL
Server 7).
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

Because of time, knowledge and resource limitations, the project was limited to implementing
a `Sales and Marketing' data warehouse. This was chosen as measures were already in
existence (that is, statistics were already kept) and direct comparisons could be made as to the
effectiveness of the tool over existing manual and partially automated methods.
Page 13 of the COGNOSuite Development Proposal (reproduced in full as Appendix IV) lists
the expected tasks and expected elapsed time— around 69 days in total. In real life, a
reasonable developer could be expected to take about 5 working days for the same project
(Lawrence 2000). The steps involved include:
q Data Model Definition
â Defining project scope
â Data Design
q Extraction, Transformation, Loading
â Connect to Data Source and secure Raw data
â Convert `Raw' data to `Right' data
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q Build the data warehouse
â Create Impromptu reports to feed PowerPlay
â Create Transformer Models and PowerPlay Reports
In practice, this was a close approximation of the time required. Although there were some
elements that took more (and less) time than expected, the elapsed time between data model
building and rollout for the client was 63 days.
The recent conversion of the `Sales and Marketing' database to MS Access 2000 from MS
Access 97 caused some issues that took time to resolve. Installation onto a local machine and
integration with the business intelligence tools was relatively quick and painless.
Delays in the availability of the COGNOSuite caused some changes in expectations for the
project. The tools were received in mid-July, whereas initially it had been hoped that they
would be installed early in June 2000. This forced the learning process into the project
timeframe, and resulted in the dropping of some report generation from PowerPlay (although
the reports were implemented in Impromptu).
Preparing the reports in advance helped with installation at the client site. This meant that
there was the installation of new software (COGNOSuite), setting up the staging database,
linking the generated reports to the staging database, then testing the update procedures and
the data warehouse reports. A sample report may found in Appendix 2.
Having created a working data warehouse, it was installed at the client site. The client was left
with the tutorial manuals and was shown the prepared reports. Initial assessment took place,
looking at what was found to be useful. The client was left for a week with the tool, then
visited again to receive comments. Existing reports (generated manually) were compared
against those generated by the BI tool for accuracy. The automated process was compared
against the manual method, looking particularly at time taken and ease of operation. Where
benefits were attained, these were recorded.
WHAT WAS DELIVERED:

SOFTWARE
CDP, Wellington, supplied the COGNOSuite for small business (COGNOS 2000b). This
comprises Architect, Impromptu and PowerPlay (as discussed above). The software is
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installed easily, the process being largely automated. However, to speed the set-up portion,
security settings had been pre-built and installed, and the directory structure planned to
prevent problems at installation.
STAGING DATABASE
The staging database was created in MS Access 2000, and fulfils the extraction and
transformation processes. It also minimises the effort required to set up tables or queries in
Architect, thus saving time. This also allows for automation of the update process — a script
was created in MS Access to do this on a regular basis.
The data structure generated reflects the `star' schemas described by Peterson (1994). Figure
5 shows the actual structure with a central `facts' table and outlying dimensions. This
provides a suitable data structure to answer the standard `what, where, who and when'
questions.
Due to inconsistencies in the source data the staging database took a disproportionate amount
of time to complete. However, the result is a simple, compact, and easy to manipulate data set
in the data warehouse itself, so the effort was worthwhile.
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Figure 5 — Staging database schema. This simplifies work in
Architect — data is already in a useful format and the need for
further querying is reduced.
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REPORTS

Reports generated replicate many of the statistical reports currently generated manually.
q Impromptu Reports:
â Sales by Product
â Sales Ratio
â Sales by region/consultant/product type
â Telemarketer ratio
q PowerPlay reports:
â Telemarketer statistics
â Sales Ratio
All of these reports are taken as `year to date' (1 April 2000 to August 2000). One notable
limitation is that, due to time constraints, none of these reports give the user the choice of time
period. It would, for instance, be useful to chart telemarketer results for a single week period
rather than year to date.
PREDICTED BENEFITS?

Given the benefits expected by larger companies we expected similar results for NRNZ,
although on a smaller scale. It is expected that these will include:
q Generation of existing reports was done partially by the existing database system, but with
some shortcomings. For example, telemarketer statistics generated in the current system
often contained undesirable errors which it was hoped the business intelligence tools
would overcome. In the new system, generation of telemarketer statistics and other reports
should be automated saving time and resources. Report accuracy should also be improved,
such that results could be treated with sufficient confidence to make temporal
comparisons (compare what the same telemarketer achieved this time yesterday, last
month or last year).
q It was desirable that new reports be built quickly. Ad hoc reporting or special purpose
reports was difficult and time consuming in the existing system — the data warehouse tools

Pas2,e
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are expected to overcome the difficulties experienced and shorten the time requirements
dramatically.
q PowerPlay should give management the opportunity to explore marketing process results.
One example could be looking at telemarketer results for individual sales areas, then at
what each telemarketer achieved within these areas. This could reveal, for instance, that
one telemarketer has an excellent rapport with Southland clients and less so with
Auckland clients. This allows management to better apportion work, maximising return on
investment of company resources.
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CHAPTER 5 - RESULTS
CLIENT EVALUATION

Having installed the software, the staging database, and ensured that all reports were working
correctly, NRNZ were left to test the systems. After several days, NRNZ were visited to
discuss the system and gauge effectiveness.
In discussing uses with staff it was revealed that they were still unsure of the possibilities the
tools held for them. Using existing reports, it was demonstrated how a particular feature could
be revealed in a short time – effectively an ad-hoc report that would have taken days of work
previously. This enlightened the understanding of NRNZ staff to the possibilities for
information extraction, prompting discussion of other reports that could be created.
i

One of the Consultant Managers came in during the course of this discussion, asking
questions relating to consultants. As it happened, the data required were in a PowerPlay
report, and the questions were answered in minutes. Some of the results here were surprising,
showing trends not realised before. Again, the possibilities caused enthusiasm among staff
members, even in the consultant manager - a self-confessed technophobe.
Because of the short time with the tools, users were still unsure of how to use them. This will
only be alleviated with time, training and practice.
NRNZ staff were intrigued by some results – they were not what they were expecting! This is
good as the tools are about learning new things from existing data. However, shortcomings
with data currently in the database were exposed. This resulted in a list of database `fixes' that
need to be made before a full implementation of data warehouse tools is undertaken. Data
need to be correct in the database before accurate results can be expected. Incorrect data lead
to results that are open to misinterpretation, which is evident in some reports. This result is a
good one for the client, as there is a major overhaul planned for the system leading to
migration to a more robust database (probably SQL Server 7 or similar).
The reports were not as complete as would be expected, had a more complete implementation
been done. If the reports were complete they would save a considerable amount of effort
estimated to be approximately six person-days per month (see Table 1). NRNZ staff estimated
that, between the three staff members primarily involved, about six working days per month
are spent in preparing statistics. Each person-day costs the company between $200 and $250.
Based on the reports created for this project, and assuming that the user can choose a time
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period, at least three of these days can be recovered as productive time. This is then
extrapolated over three and five years, as suggested by Keen (1997). Apportioning only the
costs of development (not software costs) cost recovery can be achieved in less than six
months. Including software costs, it is expected that cost recovery will still take less than three
years. As these are conservative figures, actual returns may well be considerably higher.
The main complaint was the inability to specify time constraints in reports. The tools have
been specifically designed to handle this, but this was not implemented in the reports because
of the limited time available.
Staff members require training in how to create reports using the tools. Again, this would be
addressed through standard training programs should a fuller implementation be undertaken.
NRNZ staff stressed that data warehouse developers (assuming experts are used to create
initial reports) need to understand the business and/or the sales and marketing process. In this
business there are many tasks that are not `standard' so will require increased understanding
by developers. However, developer skills should help save time and effort in the data
warehouse and report building processes.
In most instances it is expected that return on investment from the implementation of such
tools should be realised within a three to five year time frame (Keen 1997). In this instance, a
basic return on investment has been calculated for implementation costs only (that is, ignoring
software costs). From this it is expected that costs could be recovered inside 6 months (see
Table 1).
Saved time
Additional productive time (per month)
3 year savings:
5 year savings:
Cost for development
Net Cost Benefit (3 years):

6 days per month
3 days

$1,200.00
$600.00
$64,800.00
$144,000.00
$6,000.00
$58,800.00

Table 1 - Expected Cost Savings and benefits from the implementation of the Sales and
Marketing data warehouse.
DISCUSSION

COGNOS recognise that each implementation must be taken on its merits (Lawrence 2000), a
common sentiment within the data warehouse community. It is often difficult to quantify
benefits in advance, as most are of an intangible nature (Keen 2000). However, the ability to
quantify savings or the possibility for improved activity will prove beneficial when
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approaching company management for resources to implement data warehouse tools, so it is
important to make the attempt.
In this project most of the expected benefits can be defined in terms of cost savings, improved
management ability to assess current business situations and improved incentive for
individual technical consultants to achieve (since sales information will now be available
throughout the company).
Prior to this project NRNZ staff had no exposure to the notion of data warehouses, or what
one could do for the business. NRNZ staff members were provided with promotional material
regarding the tools to be implemented. This material outlined some of the things a data
warehouse could be expected to do to help the business. Although some aspects of the tools'
capabilities were not fully appreciated, the ability to quickly prepare standard reports then
manipulate and investigate individual elements was an exciting concept to them.
As NRNZ are contemplating further expansion in their information technology investment, it
would appear logical to time the implementation of the data warehouse/OLAP tools more
fully to coincide with this work. This also would help create a closer link between `raw' data
and the data warehouse data model.
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS
This document discussed some of the history of data warehouses, and how they relate to the
small business environment. Issues of data model architectures and development strategies
were discussed with the purpose of discovering techniques to help the developer maximise
return from investment of time. The lessons learned by others can contribute to the success of
current and future developments, helping the developer build the right tool for the client.
THE QUESTIONS

The questions posed in the introduction were "Can we generate Heuristics that will enable
small business to assess the value of a Data warehouse before implementation?" and "Can
business intelligence tools be implemented too early in the development of a company?"
Before addressing these questions, it is appropriate to revisit some general issues related to the
implementation of data warehouses.
The assumption by developers that companies have deep pockets can be a disadvantage, as
can expectations on client time. Small-business people tend to have many requirements placed
on their time. The lack of direct involvement in small business by developers can also be an
advantage, as new perspectives may result in a fresh or novel approach.
Using the talents of experts can save time and money in implementation – knowing what the
competition has put into place, then replicating and improving that to meet your needs can
result in competitive advantage, larger market share, and ultimately a more healthy business.
Initial client comments suggested that lack of knowledge of the tool was a major issue.
Should training in the tools be made available, then results could be obtained more easily and
greater benefit achieved.
"

CAN WE GENERATE HEURISTICS THAT WILL ENABLE SMALL BUSINESS TO ASSESS THE

VALUE OF A DATA WAREHOUSE BEFORE I MPLEMENTATION? "

Benefits of data warehouse implementation should, ideally, be ascertained before the data
warehouse is built. The business will then have a yardstick with which to measure the benefits
provided through implementation of the tools. Management is also provided with sufficient
information upon which to base decisions, which is particularly important where resources are
tight.
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At the current time there are no rules or guidelines that allow developers to generate an
approximate pre-implementation assessment of benefits, nor are there well-defined rules to
govern the process of development - the data warehouse area lacks a generic development
methodology. However, there are lists of `Do's and Don'ts' that can guide the developer away
from common traps (see Appendix I).
Heuristics can be generated assuming a sufficient number of implementations are available
for study; a single project is insufficient to draw valid conclusions. However, the lessons
learned endorse what industry leaders have said about the implementation process. From this
we can make an assumption that there will be similarities between implementations, so
determining those similarities should result in a valid set of pre-implementation heuristics for
small business use. Were many implementations available for study it should be possible to
find similarities and therefore determine the important and reproducible factors.
"

CAN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE TOOLS BE IMPLEMENTED TOO EARLY IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF A COMPANY? "

Given a small company with a high degree of vertical integration and which spends time
generating statistical information, an appropriate data warehouse will prove an invaluable
time (and therefore cost) saving tool. Having a clear idea of what is required will reduce
implementation costs, as systems analysis is a time consuming and expensive task.
Sole traders or companies with limited vertical or horizontal integration may not find the tools
to be cost effective. This is likely to be a result of lack of business maturity, lack of real
purpose for the tools, lack of available financial resources, insufficient data, or simply that the
tools are inappropriate for the tasks at hand.
The data warehouse tool, as implemented for NRNZ, has proven to be of value and will
present dollar savings immediately. From this pilot project it can be concluded that the tool
will prove an invaluable aid in NRNZ's continued growth within the New Zealand market,
helping the company achieve an improved market share through the ability to better direct
marketing resources. The tools will also contribute directly to improved profits by allowing
staff more time for productive activities, therefore saving and generating revenues.
For companies seeking to expand using information technology as a strategic tool, the use of a
data warehouse may be compulsory for success. The addition of decision support and
automated report generation ensures the tool is one that can supply significant company wide
benefits in both tangible and intangible ways.
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APPENDIX I - SOME ` DO ' S AND DON ' TS '
Kimball (1998) has compiled 11 points of particular interest when developing a `web based'
data mart/data warehouse environment, which appear to hold true of any similar
implementation:
1. Developers have been forced into an incremental and de-centralised environment, simply
because a `clean slate' approach is too large to handle in most instances.
2. There is an anticipation that business needs will change - that business operates in a
dynamic environment.
3. Users demand rapid deployment - they need information now, not in 12 months time.
4. There should be a seamless drill-down to the lowest possible atomic data.
5. The parts (data marts) sum to the whole (DW). Users expect to be able to `drill across' in
order to get what they need, or to make valid comparisons. This also means that there
needs to be consistency in the terms used (Kimball uses the example `Western Region' this must mean the same place, whether you are accessing the data from Pakistan or
Eastern USA).
6. Individual data marts should be able to operate on diverse, possibly incompatible,
platforms. This is true at both at hardware, operating system and software level - different
hardware architectures abound, and different managers will have different needs from the
tools they use - OLAP, ROLAP, HOLAP ' , pre-packaged software, in-house developed
software. There must be some middle ground from which to draw.
7. Data must be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. This is not just in terms of data
server reliability, but data update reliability. This service should, ideally, be instant, or at
least be of minimal inconvenience.
8. Publish results everywhere, preferably on the web. Cost is a major factor for all
organisations, so anything that makes this a simple solution should be investigated.
9. Warehouse security, especially on the net. This sounds contradictory, but there should be
at least a reasonable attempt to do so (user authentication at a minimum) to prevent your
' OLAP – On-Line Analysis and Processing. Variants include ROLAP (Relational On-Line Analysis and
Processing) and HOLAP (Hybrid On-Line Analysis and Processing).

1
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business competitors gained access to your business data. This must be built in to the
structure of any distributed data warehouse.
10. Users expect that, if it is there, they should be able to get it immediately. Long response
ti mes will be treated with contempt, and novice users in particular will measure response
times in terms of seconds rather than minutes or hours.
11. The whole system has to be easy to use, especially for technology novices. These people
are the true users.
Experience also dictates that certain things should be avoided. The Data Warehouse Institute
compiled the following list (TWDI 2000).
q Starting With The Wrong Sponsorship Chain...
q Setting Expectations That You Cannot Meet And Frustrating Executives At The
Moment Of Truth...
q Engaging in Politically-Naive Behavior. (e.g. Saying "This Will Help Managers
Make Better Decisions")...
q Loading The Warehouse With Information "Just Because It Was Available."...
q Believing That Data Warehousing Database Design Is The Same As Transactional
Database Design...
q Choosing A Data Warehousing Manager Who Is Technology-Oriented Rather
Than User-Oriented...
q Focusing On Traditional Internal Record-Oriented Data and Ignoring The
Potential Value of External Data and of Text, Images, and - Potentially - Sound
And Video...
q Delivering Data With Overlapping And Confusing Definitions...
q Believing The Performance, Capacity, And Scalability Promises...
q Believing that Once The Data Warehouse Is Up and Running, Your Problems Are
Finished...
q Focusing On Ad Hoc Data Mining And Periodic Reporting...
Pieter Mimno (1999) identifies other related areas:
q Failure to identify the business drivers for the data warehouse
q Use of the wrong architecture. Data warehouses are often built several times
before the correct architecture is utilized
Q

Population of the data warehouses with "dirty" source data containing missing,

inconsistent, and erroneous data values
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q Development of "stovepipe" data marts that satisfy the needs of individual
business units, but do not support corporate data warehousing objectives
q Implementation of an enterprise data warehouse as a single, large, top-down
development effort
q Failure to anticipate and overcome scalability and performance issues.
There are as many lists of things you should have and many articles are devoted to saving
businesses from the over-enthusiasm of their information technology staff. For example,
Larry Greenfied (1995) of LGI Systems wrote:
q From day one establish that warehousing is a joint user/builder project...
q Establish that maintaining data quality will be an ONGOING joint user/builder
responsibility...
q Train the users one step at a time...
q Train the users about the data stored in the data warehouse...
q Consider doing a high level corporate data model / data warehouse architecture
"exercise" in three weeks...
q Implement a user accessible automated directory to information stored in the
warehouse...
q Once you know what raw data you want to feed into the data, request that data...
q Determine a plan to test the integrity of the data in the warehouse...
q From the start get warehouse users in the habit of `testing' complex queries...
q Coordinate system roll-out with network administration personnel...
q When in a bind, ask others who have done the same thing for advice...
q Be on the lookout for small, but visible, projects...
q Market and sell your data warehousing systems.
Brio, in their advertising material, list a number of other factors that also can contribute to
success (Brio 1997):
q Identify information consumers
q Identify information producers
q Choose products that support enterprise integration
q Choose tools that are scalable
q Select tools that will have limited impact on your existing IT infrastructure
q Identify the `links' in your information supply chain
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APPENDIX II — SAMPLE REPORT
Sample report from Impromptu: Sales (YTD) by Product: (Note: names have been changed for reasons of privacy)
ChemWash Sales
Consultant Number Amount
Alek Barton
0
$0.00
1
$321.00
Alister_Pringle
$0.00
Allen Hall
0
Brian Norris
5 $1,535.00
Brian Temple
0
$0.00
0
$0.00
Charles Chris
$0.00
Chris Schultz
0
$0.00
Darryl Sam
0
3
$878.00
Dave Smith
0
$0.00
Dave Wilson
$0.00
David Chap
0

Concrete Re-coat Faded ColourSteel
Iron Sales
PMT Sales
Sales
Sales
Number Amount
Number Amount
Number Amount
Number Amount
13 $46,068.00,
0
$0.00
3 $7,094.00
7 $25,452.00
3 $10,190.00
0
$0.00
1 $2,334.00
2
$6,329.00
1 $5,370.00
0
$0.00
0
$0.00 _
0
$0.00
_ 5 $17,572.00
0
$0.00
2 $6,702.00
$12,280.00
4'$13,536.00
0
$0.00
0
$0.00
1
$3,439.00,
2
$6,218.00
5 $20,248.00
1 $3,208.00
7 $25,530.00
$0.00
0
$0.00
_ 0
0
$0.00
1
$5,092.00
0
$0.00
$0.00
0
$0.00
2
$7,056.00
5 $16,145.00
0
$0.00
2 $5,368.00
17 $58,165.00
10 $32,157.00
0
$0.00
0
$0.00
14 $46,922.00
2 $6,118.00
20 $68,837.00
0
$0.00
20 $62,900.00
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APPENDIX III- TIMELINE OF EVENTS
February

Project proposal submitted

March

CDP contacted.

April

CDP pledge limited support — supply software and guidance.
National Roof New Zealand Ltd agree to participate in the project.
Parties agree to non-disclosure and privacy of client data.

May

John Webster (CDP) provides sample `project charter'

June

Project documentation under way.
Draft `Scope and Objectives' document submitted to John Webster for comment
Amended version submitted to Brian McMillan for comment.

July

6 `h . Focus amended to `Sales and Marketing' from Financial.
17 `h . Feedback and minor adjustments to `Scope and Objectives'.
Software dispatched from CDP for installation.

August

Received database from NRNZ.
Obtained copy of MS Access 2000, began work on `Staging' database.
15 th met with Simon Lawrence, Dunedin.

September

7 th and 11 `h . Install COGNOSuite, staging database, reports at NRNZ.
13 `h . Get initial response from NRNZ.

October

Document submitted for assessment.
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APPENDIX IV - COGNOSUITE DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
The following proposal was completed during August 2000, after consultation with CDP and
NRNZ. Most of the required results were achieved, although the compressed timeline caused
the removal of some functionality that was initially to have been included.
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COGNOSuite
Development Proposal
for
National Roof Refurbishers New Zealand
Limited

COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE

Prepared by:
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Introduction
This project is a university research project undertaken by Samuel Moyle, an honours
student at the University of Otago. This project is conducted with the support of
Commercial Data Processing Limited (CDP) and National Roof Refurbishers New
Zealand Limited (NRNZ).
The aims of the project are as follows:
q Implement a Data Mart/OLAP tool for National Roof Refurbishers New Zealand
(NRNZ),
q Assess the benefits gained (short term) by NRNZ, and
q Prepare a list of `heuristic' benefits that may be used by other small companies
considering the use of Business Intelligence tools (where time is available).
This Project Charter (a definition of Project Scope and Objectives) seeks to provide
reasonable expectations for the project, which include:
3 Analyse user requirements and set the scope for the project.
3 Identify implementation issues.
3 Produce a comprehensive project task list geared towards NRNZ's goals,
objectives and priorities.
3 Present the plan to senior management for approval.
3 Ensure that business intelligence applications are designed for future growth and
flexibility.
The Charter documents the expected areas of implementation, dependent upon time
and other factors. S Moyle will conduct user training and other specialised tasks (in a
limited manner).
The University of Otago supervisor for this project is Dr Nigel Stanger. Dr Stanger
will be available to ensure that project participants needs are being met and that
research ethical issues are complied with.
The tool used in this project is the Cognos Business Intelligence Suite for Small
Business (COGNOSuite), incorporating PowerPlay, Impromptu and Transformer.
These tools are supplied by CDP (Wellington, NZ) at no cost for the purposes of this
project. If NRNZ chooses to keep and build upon the work done, CDP will quote for
the products and supply further product support. Should NRNZ choose not to
continue, the products should be removed (to be checked by John Kaiser, TSG,
University of Otago).
CDP are also prepared to assist in ensuring that best practices for Business
Intelligence development are followed.
NRNZ will provide a copy of their existing Accounts and Sales database systems for
the purposes of ensuring data compatibility and software installation and preparation.
This project is considered a pilot project, and tangible benefits derived from this
implementation may be applied to other companies within the Cavan Forde group of
companies.
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Disclaimer:
CDP have agreed to assist in the successful completion of this project. However they
are not responsible for any activities undertaken by anyone other than members of
CDP staff, and are not responsible for consequential loss or damage suffered by
NRNZ.
All parties agree not to divulge information regarding this project without the written
consent of the other parties. Customer information from NRNZ databases will not be
published in any form without the written consent of NRNZ.
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Background and Business Overview
NRNZ provides roof maintenance products and service for the New Zealand retail
market. The company manufactures, markets, and installs roof maintenance products
in addition to the inspection and advisory services provided.
NRNZ maintains a team of roof maintenance consultants to promote and sell its
products directly to a nationwide client base. These consultants provide the client with
a single point of contact throughout the client support life cycle.
NRNZ uses the `NZA GOLD' accounting suite for financial recording and reporting
and a Microsoft (MS) Access database application for Sales and Marketing use. There
are plans to migrate this to an SQL database.
Presently the data captured in NZA GOLD is merged with additional budget
information held in an MS Excel spreadsheet. Tele-marketer statistics are currently
generated using an MS Access database, while sales statistics are input to an MS
Excel spreadsheet.
Sales, Marketing and Cash Flow analysis are presently built manually in MS Excel
from NZA GOLD reports and other sources. They are produced monthly as a series of
spreadsheets, including both detailed and summarised information. The production of
these reports is cumbersome and time consuming and NRNZ would like to simplify
and automate the production of reports using Cognos PowerPlay.
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Objectives
NRNZ wish to implement a Sales and Marketing PowerCube to replace the current
MS Excel Spreadsheets and to complement the MS Access database. The PowerCube
must provide key managers with accurate, timely and relevant sales information.
NRNZ would also like to integrate this with financial data available from the NZA
Gold application.
To achieve this objective, NRNZ wish to develop a `Sales and Marketing' PowerCube
for the benefit of consultants throughout New Zealand. Reports to be generated should
include sales by time period, area or region, sales rep and so forth. Tele-marketer
statistics are also important, and should complement sales target information.
Some data regarding product installation may also be included here, but this has a
lower priority.
Expected Benefits
Immediate benefits from the use of these tools may include:
•
•
•
•

Savings of at least 12 hours per month in the production of reports
Provision of comparisons not currently available
Savings of time in the preparation of ad hoc comparisons that would not normally
be available
Make sales data available to remote sales teams, adding value to subcontractor
support mechanisms.

Audience:

Project Charter
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Scope
The above objectives are defined as follows:
q Provide management with timely, relevant and accurate Sales data.
o If possible, this should be integrated with Tele-marketer data from the MS Access
database system.
o Standard reports should be generated, including standard sales reports like
q Sales by Region by Time
o Sale by Consultant by Time
q Sale by Region by Time
o Sales by Consultant by Target
o Tele-marketer appointments to calls ratios
q Sales to appointments
q Sales to calls
o Callbacks by Tele-marketer
o Any other values as identified
These objectives are subject to the availability of source data. The most appropriate
presentation format will also be decided upon at a later stage.
The following diagram summarises the scope of the proposed project:
Scope Diagram
MS Access

Excel
Spreadsheets

The project will not cover (but is not limited to) the following:
•
•
•
•

The developer takes no responsibility for data that may be missing or tasks related
to data cleaning, gathering and entry,
Making alterations to existing database structures to allow for additional data,
Implementation of the 24 Ways beyond those outlined above (Financial and Sales
and Marketing),
Project risk analysis,
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•

Analysis of user satisfaction (beyond anecdotal evidence that user needs have
been addressed).

Although every effort will be taken to complete the goals as outlined above, time
constraints may prevent these from being completed. To this end, each step of the
implementation process will be worked through for the areas to be addressed (in this
instance `Sales and Marketing'). Key issues from each of these areas will be identified
in conjunction with NRNZ so that maximum impact is achieved in the time available.
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Information Processes
Present Process to Produce Financial Information
NRNZ presently produces sales statistics using data collected from two primary
sources:
Tele-marketers keep a record of the number of calls made, and the results of their
calls using the MS Access database. This records where calls are placed, when calls
are attempted, whether an appointment was made, or if the people are not home, a call
back is required.
Sales staff record how many appointments they are given, how many sales calls they
make, the number and value of sales made. This information is written onto `boards'
in the office. At the end of a 4-week sales period, the totals are transferred into a MS
Excel spreadsheet, and statistics are then generated.
Key features of this process are the:
• Manual entry of information from the `Sales Boards' to an MS Excel spreadsheet.
• Information from the MS Access database is also entered manually.
• Manual entry of calculations is completed in the spreadsheet.
• Reports are completed (by Consultant), then collated to give an overall picture for
the organisation.
Proposed Process
1) Conduct a design phase that maps the present Sales and Marketing processes and:
a) Identify:
i) All of the data sources.
ii) Statistics that can be generated automatically based on the data presented.
iii) The ability to integrate aspects with the financial PowerCube (as
appropriate).
b) Produce a detailed design of the Impromptu Catalog, Impromptu IQDs and the
Transformer model.
2) Samuel Moyle to produce the staging database, Impromptu Catalog, IQDs,
Transformer Model and PowerCubes based on the data available.
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Proposed Development Approach
Samuel Moyle proposes to implement a `Sales and Marketing' PowerCube at NRNZ
based on Cognos' business intelligence software tools Impromptu and PowerPlay,
following CDP's proven `Road Map' methodology.
Having defined the scope and objectives of the project (as outlined in this document),
the following steps are expected to take place for each PowerCube:
• Data Inventory - Assess data sources, then model the data requirements for the
PowerCubes.
• Data Conversion
– Establish a Master Catalog
- Build Impromptu Reports (this allows us to check that the correct data is being
derived)
– Model and Build Transformer Modules
• Data Distribution – Determine a suitable strategy for the distribution of results to
data users.
• End User Support - Make the new tools available for data users, and where time is
available, evaluate report effectiveness.
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Deliverables

The project will deliver:
•

An MS Access Database acting as a staging point. This database will take the
relevant data from the existing MS Access (Sales and Marketing) database, and
allow for the systematic collection of other required information. Using this
staging point will reduce disruption to existing processing as, after extraction, all
work is expected to be done from the extracted/staged data.
• A PowerPlay Sales and Marketing PowerCube including reports based on existing
reports.
• An Impromptu Catalog based on the MS Access staging database to allow users to
generate ad-hoc queries and reports.
Key users will be consulted on the production of each deliverable, and any changes
requested will be documented. Should major changes be required, implementation
will be re-assessed based on the time Samuel Moyle has available for the completion
of this project.
The project will not address issues identified as being beyond the scope and which
fall outside of time available. As shown in the Scope section, the following comprise
some of the areas not able to be completed at this time:
•
•
•
•
•

Tasks related to data cleaning, gathering missing data and entry,
Alterations to existing database structures to allow for additional data,
Implementation of the 24 Ways beyond those discussed,
Project risk analysis,
Analysis of user satisfaction (beyond evidence that identified needs have been
addressed).

Appendix A contains an initial PowerPlay Dimension Map for the Sales and
Marketing PowerCube.
Users

The following potential PowerPlay and Impromptu users have been identified within
NRNZ.
User
Brian McMillan
Alana Rolfe
Cavan Forde

Project Charter

Position
Financial Controller
Sales and Marketing Coordinator
General Manager

Location
Dunedin
Dunedin
Dunedin

Impromptu
3
3

PowerPlay
3
3
3
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Project Task List
The following task table lists the tasks required in order to complete all the
deliverables listed. Estimates given are based on CDP's experience of similar business
intelligence projects:
Step
Step 1
Define Project Scope

Step 2
Data Design

Step 3
Connect to Data
Sources and Secure
Raw Data

Task

Deliverable

Resp.

Estimate

Determine requirements, users and
preliminary dimension maps.

Project Charter

Under Way

Produce project plan.

Project Plan

NRNZ,
Samuel
Moyle
Samuel
Moyle

Document the present processes
and identify where data is located,
then determine what additional data
should be captured

Data design document.

Samuel
Moyle

15 days

Confirm availability and location of
source data.
Map source data to Impromptu.

Generate staging
database
Impromptu connection
to source database(s)
Domain of Data
Definition
Updated Dimension
Maps

Samuel
Moyle
Samuel
Moyle
Samuel
Moyle

15 Days

Build Sales and Marketing
Impromptu Catalog or modify
existing Catalog to meet Sales and
Marketing needs

Impromptu Catalog

Samuel
Moyle

3 days

Create reports and validate data
integrity

Impromptu Query
Definitions (iqds)

Samuel
Moyle

6 days

Create Transfer model for Sales
and Marketing PowerCube
Define and Develop Standard
Reports

Transformer Models

15 days

Review with NRNZ

Project Completion,
evaluate Next Steps

Samuel
Moyle
NRNZ,
Samuel
Moyle
NRNZ,
Samuel
Moyle

Map source data to PowerPlay
dimension maps and ad-hoc
reporting requirements
Step 4
Convert `Raw' Data to
`Right' Data

Step 5
Create Impromptu
Reports to Feed
PowerPlay.
Step 6
Create Transformer
Models and PowerPlay
reports

Standard PowerPlay
Reports

Under Way

3 days
3 days

6 days

3 days

Step 7
Test, evaluate and identify adjustments
Total:

69 days

Days referred to are actual days. Actual time taken may alter depending upon Samuel
Moyle's other university project workloads.
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Assumptions
The Project Task List assumes a co-operative partnership with NRNZ including a
suitable working environment and resources at NRNZ premises.
There is also the assumption that all data sources can be accessed as and when
required.

Risks
(1) Cognos PowerPlay and Impromptu are `data driven' tools that depend on the
quality of the source data to present accurate and meaningful information to the
business intelligence user. It is possible that the deployment of PowerPlay and
Impromptu at NRNZ may reveal errors or issues within the data captured in the
existing MS Access system. If data problems do occur, and are not resolvable within
NRNZ, CDP may be able to advise on suitable remedies. CDP reserve the right to
charge for such work; however, no chargeable work will be undertaken without the
prior written authorisation of NRNZ.
(2) The MS Access staging database will be developed to minimize performance
i mpact on the existing database tools (the Sales and Marketing database). Updates
(where implemented) will be timed for periods of low data traffic (for example, late at
night) to limit disruption to work processes. Ad Hoc queries will then be limited to the
staging database.
(3) It is imperative that NRNZ users can allocate time to the project, as their
involvement is vital for success. Key users will be consulted on the production of each
deliverable, and any changes requested will be documented. Should major changes be
required, implementation will be re-assessed based on the limited time Samuel Moyle
has available for the completion of this project.
(4) CDP have offered to conduct a brief quality check of the outputs. However,
further support will be at the discretion of CDP who reserve the right to charge for
any additional time spent. No chargeable work will be undertaken without the prior
written authorisation of NRNZ.
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COSTS

Application Development
As this project forms part of an Honours year (dissertation) course at the University of
Otago, there will be no cost to NRNZ other than the provision of facilities and user's
ti me.

Software
CDP will supply software used at no cost for the duration of the project. At the
conclusion of the project, should NRNZ choose to continue development with these
tools, CDP will quote for the supply of software products and further support. Should
NRNZ choose not to continue, the products should be un-installed (to be checked by
John Kaiser, TSG, University of Otago).

Summary
This document constitutes the Project Charter and Project Plan deliverables from Step
One to Step Seven of the seven-step BI Implementation Cycle. NRNZ should now
review this document to confirm that Samuel Moyle's proposal meets the business'
requirements.
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Confirmation Statement
NRNZ
National Roof Refurbishers New Zealand Limited
Confirmation of Project Charter
I,......................................................of National Roof Refurbishers New
Zealand Limited
confirm that the background statement provided in this project charter
is an accurate description of the relevant operations of my enterprise,
that the objectives expressed correctly reflect my requirements for the
proposed system and that I accept the limitations imposed by the scope
of the project.
I understand that a sample system will now be developed on University
computers and that when a satisfactory level of quality has been
reached the system will be the implementation at National Roof
Refurbishers New Zealand premises.
The system is being built as a research project, but may be developed
further should the tools be evaluated as having sufficient benefit.
All parties agree not to divulge information regarding this project
without the written consent of the other parties.

Signed.................................................................................
Dated ...................................................................................
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Appendix A - Preliminary Dimension Map - Sales and Marketing PowerCube
A full description will be determined once an understanding of the required Sales and Marketing reports has been determined.
After some playing with data, I finally went back to doing a flow of work analysis. From that, we can derive the following Data Flow:
A call is made by a Tele-marketer
Each call will result in:
Call back (the people were not home)
The owner refuses an appointment
An appointment is made
Appointments are then distributed to sales consultants.
The consultant then visits the homeowner to conduct a roof inspection. At this point the owner may cancel an appointment.
Assuming an inspection and presentation are made, there may result in:
Do nothing (which may include replacing a roof, but this would be referred)
A sale is made
A sale may be any one of several products:
Repairs only
Clean
Re-surface of:
Iron

Project Charter
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Colour-steel
Pressed Metal Tile
Concrete Tile
Each sale has a value, dependant upon the work done, roof condition, location, pitch and size. Each sale is not confirmed until 1 week (7 days
by statutory decree) after the contract is signed or the deposit is received (whichever is later). Consultants are not paid until deposits are
received.
Tele-marketers are paid according to the number of appointments that are made, and by the type of sale that results from that appointment.
Tele-marketers are not paid for appointments that are later cancelled.
Each consultant has a personal sales target ($$ value) related to a given 4 week time period. Consultants may have the same or different
target values.
Place is by separate Region (Sales region, e.g. Otago) and Zone (independent suburbs, e.g. Howick). The MS Access database includes actual
addresses linked to owner, phone number, roof type, and so on. This is updated annually.
Time granularity for tele-marketers is daily and weekly for consultants (although the latter may alter should sales data be gathered directly
from sales contracts)
From these values we can derive:
■ YTD sales value
■ 4 week comparisons
■ daily calls (tele-marketer)
■ number of call-backs (this should reflect the number of individual property owners that have been called but not contacted)
■ number of appointments made (by tele-marketer)
■ appointments to calls (by tele-marketer)
■ number of appointments received (by consultant)
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■ number of appointments cancelled (by consultant and tele-marketer)
■ cancel to appointments (by tele-marketer or consultant)
■ number of sales (by consultant or tele-marketer)
■ value of sales (by consultant or tele-marketer)
■ sales to appointments (by consultant, tele-marketer)
sales value to target (by consultant)
All of these are two dimensional, but reflect the kind of comparisons that are currently requested. Combinations will be derived later as the tool
is learned, and will likely combine these with time, place, person, sales region, etc. These are extrapolated from an interview conducted 6 July
2000.
You will note that there is no requirement for owner information past the property, roof type and phone number. This is because there is very
little repeat business unless a property owner owns multiple properties or moves house. Even then there is a separate sales contract for each
property.
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Channel
Tele-marketers
Tele-marketer
Consultants
Consultant

Product
Repairs
Clean
ReSurface - Iron
ReSurface - ColourSteel
ReSurface – Pressed Metal Tile
ReSurface – Concrete Tile

Call
Property
Tele-marketer
Date

Place
Region
Zone

Call Back
No Appointment
Appointment

Property

Time

Consultant
Cancellation
Do Nothing
Sale

Year
4Week
Week

Date
Not confirmed
Confirmed
Value
Product

Date

This model is taken at the lowest expected level of granularity, and allows for all of the derived measures listed. These derivations would be
calculated at set levels of granularity, and form the individual measures suggested.
Suggested Measures may include:
Actual Sales
Budget Sales
Actual Sales YTD
Budget Sales YTD
Last Year Actual YTD (can this be generated?)
Time
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Sales Consultant
Sales Locality
Consultant Region
Calls made
Appointments made
Appointments cancelled
Consultant Appointments
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